
                                             

 

28 January 2020 

Irregulars Win Battle of Top Two 

The newly re-invigorated Indoor Cricket League saw the winning sides from the opening two fixtures 
face each other in a well fought and high quality contest at the ISC this week. 

  

Batting first, Irregulars set the tone with Werner Van Zyl scoring a “7” off the very first ball of the 
match. Both he and Angus Hunter shared a strong opening partnership of 33 and the Griffins side, a 
few of whom have Island-level indoor experience, knew they were in a contest. Stuart Keltie brought 
them back into the match with 2 quick wickets in the second skin, keeping the score to 50 at 
halfway. Back came Irregulars in the third pairing of Martin-Dale Bradley (23) and Waleed Jami (14), 
with some strong scoring towards the back net, and it was again left to Jordan Martel and Tom Kirk 
to take some late wickets and pull the final score back to 90. 

  

In reply, Jim Cobb  and Luke Bichard started steadily for Griffins but were undone by 2 late run outs, 
one being some sharp work by Bradley in his follow through, which gave Irregulars the first skin by 
13 runs. Chasing only 17 in the second pairing, Griffins still fancied their chances of chasing the 
target of 91 down but another sharp run out by Toby Smale, using his footballing skills, and a 
reaction catch off the roof of the net by skipper Lee Forshaw kept Griffins to only 7 in that skin. Man 
of the Match Bradley pressed home the Irregulars advantage with another tight over in the third 
pairing with Kirk and Keltie chasing the game. Despite the valiant efforts of Jordan and Adam Martel 
in the final pairing, 3 successive wickets in the final over of the night from Van Zyl ensured a win for 
Irregulars by 23 runs with Griffins totalling 67 by the end. 

  

The result included 3 skins for Irregulars and 1 for Griffins and a 6 points to 1 victory for the yellow 
and greens. 3 more round robin matches follow ahead of finals night at the end of February when 
these two sides might well meet again.        

 


